The differences in performance are lessened when the comparison is made with the second generation of Australian FOI legislation (found at the State level) and the proposed third generation of suggested reforms. Many of the design principles incorporated in this second and potential third generation of Australian FOI legislation resemble, or are designed to achieve, the same outcomes as those in the Official Information Act. Nevertheless, Australian access laws have been seen in the following light:
It is my sad conclusion...that with few exceptions the agencies of government have taken the Act as a guide to where they should dig their trenches and build their ramparts. 8 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 3
Ibid at 5. 4 R Buchanan, "Cabinet, policy documents and freedom of information: the New Zealand experience" (1991) 31 FoI Rev 1 at 2-6. 5 The original version of the design principles used in this paper were drawn from Buchanan's article and further refined during my research in New Zealand. 6 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ misconceived renderings of the intricacies of their Official Information Act. A passing acquaintance with the massive tome by Eagles, Taggart and Liddell will suggest that I have only touched the surface of that jurisdiction. 10 As an Australian I have learnt not only the extent of my own ignorance about freedom of information but I have learnt to pay far closer attention to its still unfolding history. A further complication was added to the study by comparing unitary and federal systems, where the States had in many cases significantly modified their versions of freedom of information. The experience of freedom of information at the State level in Australia has been used in this study to provide different examples or highlight aspects of freedom of information at the Commonwealth level.
In such a limited study it was not the intention to provide an exhaustive and definite statement about each of the points raised. Rather, the intention was to begin a typology of access legislation that would encourage and provide scope for further comparative studies by Australian and New Zealand academics. The taxonomy displayed in Table 1 , and used throughout this paper, allows for a number of useful observations to be made about access regimes in the two countries. However, a simple twofold division by its very nature tends to distort analysis. The observer chooses polar extremes to give the analysis sharpness (legalistic versus informal, wide versus narrow, consequential versus categorical) yet loses the detail provided by shades of grey. The temptation is to omit information that does not seem to fit the category offered by the model rather than return to the drawing board to sketch a new classification scheme. This temptation has been consciously rejected but readers should be alert to the possibility of such a bias.
This study has only been a preliminary voyage in comparing FOI in Australia and New Zealand. Points worthy of future comparison would be an examination of more content-orientated exemptions (internal working documents, commercial in confidence, etc) and a focus on criteria such as release rates, processing times and types of users. Furthermore, there is a strong school of thought in Australia that elements of the New Administrative Law (NAL) package should not be evaluated in isolation. This study has not tried to assess whether other elements of the NAL package rectify or offset any of the perceived shortcomings of Australian FOI.
DIFFERENT ORIGINS AND AGENDAS
The history of freedom of information in Australia and New Zealand shares a surface similarity. This observation, however, obscures deep and important contrasts. The Australian experience began largely in response to an external reformist movementalbeit of few membersbattling an entrenched and, with a few notable exceptions, non-receptive bureaucracy. In contrast, the New Zealand tale is one of informed insiders developing a model that was acceptable to the political and bureaucratic leadership. The presence of a high-level internal constituency in the New Zealand public service was to be a critical factor in shaping not only the initial design choices but in avoiding the Canadian (and Australian) experience of implementing _____________________________________________________________________________________ 10 I Eagles, M Taggart and G Liddell, Freedom of Information in New Zealand (1992) .
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Australia and New Zealand Freedom of Information 579 ____________________________________________________________________________________ legislation that was "guided by often hostile ministers and a foot-dragging bureaucracy". 11 The differences may have only been of degree rather than substance. The Australian campaign was relatively narrowly-based, organised around academics and public interest lawyers. If the New Zealand movement's public service veneer is removed it reveals a similar set of traits. 12 In both countries the goal was to escape the straitjacket of secrecy that threatened democratic values and to achieve a more participatory polity. It was the degree to which the New Zealanders, in contrast to their Australian counterparts, were prepared to depart from the imperatives of private, collective decision-making within a Westminster-style government which made all the difference. Sir Guy Powles wrote in 1980:
Legislation is necessary to ensure Freedom of Information. In New Zealand the habit of secrecy in government, which begins with Ministers and permeates through departments, is so deeply ingrained that nothing short of a positive commitment by the legislature to a policy of maximum freedom of information is likely to produce more than a minimum change. 13
Australia
Australian FOI was born in part of the demands for greater accountability and participation by political and bureaucratic outsiders. 14 The essence of these demands was reflected in Jim Spigelman's 1972 book Secrecy: Political Censorship in Australia. 15 These early initiatives were then incorporated into the wider Australian administrative law reform movement, culminating in the NAL package of reforms implemented in the late 1970s and early 1980s at the Commonwealth level. In particular, the ten year debate over FOI was tortuous and the subject of a strong bureaucratic resistance campaign. 16 As Whitlam noted, "The Government devoted many hours of discussion to freedom of information legislation but not sufficient to overcome the resistance of its most senior and respected public service advisers." 17 In the end, the FOI Act remained a confrontational "in your face" attempt at participatory democracy.
Terrill, in a detailed examination of the evolution of Australian government communication, reveals a more complicated and interesting historiography of the development of Australian Freedom of Information legislation than that found in the Australia (1972) . 16 The initial bureaucratic gamesmanship over the reform initiative for open government promised by the Whitlam government is superbly told in G Terrill, above n 14 at 98-99. 17 G Whitlam, The Whitlam Government 1972 -75 (1985 at 621.
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ more orthodox outlines. 18 Terrill produces evidence of how "Freedom of information wasironicallyto a large extent made possible in Australia because of negotiations and pressure that were little known publicly." 19 He argues that between the mid 1960s and 1975, fundamental changes took place in the methods and modes by which government information in Australia was understood, communicated and used. Terrill suggests that areas like freedom of information, archival concerns and changes to what public servants were able to reveal to the public were the more visible parts of this transformation. In tracing that evolution of governmental communications, Terrill outlines the paucity of the antecedents of freedom of information before it appeared on the Whitlam Cabinet agenda in early 1973.
The eventual combination of individuals, policies and pressures that finally resulted in an Australian Freedom of Information Act was really a story of tangents and casual connections between a small cadre of activists both inside and outside of the Australian Labor Party (ALP). The arrival of open government into the holy writ of the "It's Time" policy platform in 1972 was not achieved by a long policy development process which utilised careful and detailed research. Rather, it was the influence of Spigelman, the support of Clyde Cameron (motivated in large part by the advocacy of Paul Munro) and the acceptance by Whitlam of a general loosely defined policy ideal. Terrill demonstrates how most of the leading ALP figures at the time had little knowledge or awareness of this new policy plank in the election platform.
Curtis, in his brief narrative about the workings of the Interdepartmental Committee assigned to deal with the Whitlam government's promised enactment of Freedom of Information legislation, reveals little of the isolated and meandering route this reform process took. 20 Terrill has now provided a comprehensive insight, noting ironically that much of his source material about the development of Australian freedom of information is still not accessible via freedom of information. At one point, in his study, Terrill remarks:
The most open freedom of information bill was, ironically, developed in secrecy. The manner in which Munro and McMillan drew up the FOI bill reflected the way the bureaucracy normally conducted consultation with the public. 21 Whilst researching this paper the author uncovered a cache of material which adds to thetill nowsecret official details of this early history. 22 The period between the _____________________________________________________________________________________ 18 These outlines include: ALRC/ARC, above n 8 at paras 3. Australian Federal Government Communication, c1960-1976 (dissertation submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at Queensland University of Technology, 1996) at 206-207. 22 The material included one of the Cabinet copies of Lionel Murphy's Cabinet submission plus other supporting papers and Cabinet documents dealing with the issue of FOI during 1973-1974. 2000 Australia and New Zealand Freedom of Information 581 ____________________________________________________________________________________ incorporation of "Open Government" into the Labor Party platform just prior to the historic "It's Time" election in late 1972, and the commencement of the Interdepartmental Committee, chaired by Lindsay Curtis, in early 1973 has largely remained hidden behind the veil of Cabinet and official secrecy. The Australian Law Reform Commission and Administrative Review Council (ALRC/ARC) Report merely mentions that, after the election, the federal Attorney-General, Senator Lionel Murphy, "announced that the Government would enact FOI legislation and established an Interdepartmental Committee to report any modifications to the United States' Freedom of Information Act 1966 appropriate for legislation in Australia". 23 Curtis adds little to this thin detail. 24 Terrill mounts a case for the argument that "Freedom of Information had a remarkably slow start in Australia." 25 In amassing his evidence, Terrill points to the relatively few mentions of freedom of information in the 1960s in either Australian legal or political forums. 26 Furthermore, Terrill demonstrates how little was actually known about the United States position and comments: "Had more been known about the US situation there would have also been doubts about its utility." 27 In his policy speech, Whitlam clearly enunciated that an Act would be introduced in Australia that incorporated most of the key features of the United States legislation, including a legal right to challenge the withholding of public information by agencies or the government. 28 Most studies have assumed, but have been unable to prove, the unbroken lineage of the "US model". This lineage can be traced from Whitlam's policy commitment through to the Interdepartmental Committee's efforts to allegedly recast that model for Australian conditions. Terrill has shown how little critical knowledge lay behind the overnight adoption of the "US model" for Australia although work had begun in the Attorney-General's Department in December 1972 using the "US model". 29 The departmental activity had progressed to such an extent that Lionel Murphy, Attorney General in the new Labor Government, was able to put a submission to Cabinet on Freedom of Information dated 5 January 1973. 30 The key points of that submission included a recommendation for the introduction of legislation to make available classes of official documents and information for public access and to restrict to specified categories the classes of information protected by criminal sanctions from unauthorised disclosure. The submission advocated rejection of the Swedish model of open government and endorsement of the United States system, but having "regard to the differences of constitutional and administrative background the United States legislation cannot be adopted here without some modification and I propose that the details of the necessary modifications should be worked out by an Interdepartmental 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ Committee." 31 The submission further pointed out that both Swedish and US provisions protect internal working documents prepared during the process of making policy decisions, including giving advice to Ministers. "In my view, this class of document should not be released for public access in Australia." 32 Murphy also proposed amendment to Crown copyright to allow easier access to government information, 33 revision of s 70 of the Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) 34 and submitted that effect be given to the recommendations of the Franks Committee. 35 On 10 January 1973, "famous in FOI circles for being the day that Cabinet approved Attorney-General Lionel Murphy to commence work on freedom of information legislation", 36 the Cabinet agreed with Murphy's submission except for the issue of the Interdepartmental Committee. 37 Terrill reports that Clyde Cameron had persuaded Cabinet to agree to sending the model to the Legislation Committee because he felt that public servants had a vested interest in seeing "that there was no such thing as open government." 38 The Cabinet minutes confirm that the Legislation Committee was given the task of examining what Australian modifications were needed to the US model. 39 As Terrill notes this "secret" decision of Cabinet was widely, and accurately, covered in the press the following day. 40 The remaining mystery is how (given the Cabinet decision to pass the matter on to the Legislation Committee) the now famous Interdepartmental Committee chaired by Lindsay Curtis was up and running a mere ten days later on 18 January 1973 with no sight of the Legislation Committee playing a supervisory role. 41 The Australian experiment with FOI commenced with the casual networking and single issue advocacy of a number of individuals associated with the Labor opposition, and was constructed as a mechanism to attack a secretive bureaucratic state. These advocates adopted as a working model a little understood foreign scheme (the United States FOI Act) and thus were willing to accept that "Australian modifications" would be needed. Once in government, and after the initial edict "Let there be FOI" had been pronounced, the detail was left to a bureaucratic committee the members of which had "served their official careers in an atmosphere of official secrecy". 42 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 31
Ibid at para 5. The following Departments were to be on the Committee: Prime Minister and Cabinet, Public Service Board, Defence, Treasury, Special Minister for State and Attorney-General's (ibid at para 11).
32
Ibid at para 12. The justifications for this position included the protection of frank and impartial advice, the need to canvas all issues and to protect the occasional inclusion of immature or tentative material.
33
Ibid at para 13.
34
Ibid at para 14. 
New Zealand
In New Zealand a different approach was used. The Official Information Act was the unintended legacy of Robert Muldoon, who commissioned a Committee on Official Information and was presented with nascent freedom of information legislation. 43 A low-key law reform campaign had coincided with a "move within government circles to establish a committee to review both the system of classifying official information and the Official Secrets Act 1951". 44 Aitkens stresses, more so than other writers, the external pressures which, although comparatively weak, acted as pacemakers for those working on the committee. 45 In particular, she notes the pressure from a small and articulate environmental movement increasingly concerned with the lack of official information about major development projects. 46 In 1977, prior to the Danks Committee, a Labour MP, Richard Prebble, had introduced a private members Freedom of Information Bill.
These beginnings share a number of common threads with the picture painted by Terrill of the Australian evolution towards greater openness, with one significant difference. The Official Information Act was the work of an inner circle of bureaucratic and legal elites who carefully crafted a mechanism that would allow an evolution of bureaucratic and ministerial attitudes to the concept of open government. The Danks Committee was predominantly public service in composition but, as Eagles et al note, whilst this was initially a source of adverse comment, it became "an important factor in making the proposals acceptable to both politicians and the public service". 47 Harland, a member of the Committee, describes the committee composition in the following way:
This approach was reflected in the composition of the Committee. Sir Alan Danks, who was appointed Chairman, was a former Chairman of the (now extinct) University Grants Committee. The only other member who was not an official was Professor K.J. Keithnow Sir Kennethwho was then teaching law at Victoria University. The rest of the members were senior officials in Departments that were directly concerned with the handling of sensitive informationthe State Services Commission, Justice, Foreign Affairs, Defence, and the Cabinet Office. The Chief Parliamentary Counsel was co-opted at an early stage. None of the members was a politician, the media were not represented, and neither was any of the departments dealing with social policy, such as Education, Health and Social Welfare. Today such a group might not be regarded as sufficiently representative for the task in hand: even in the '70s it seemed very much an "In House" bodythough arguably one not ill-equipped for the job it had to do. Some at least of the members might have been surprised if they could have foreseen that the outcome of their deliberations would be an Act later described by the President of the Court of Appeal as "constitutional". 48 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 43
The early history of the OIA is well covered in I Eagles, M Taggart and G Liddell, above n 10 at 1-3. See also B Harland, "The Danks Report" in Legal Research Foundation, above n 1 at 1-5.
44
I Eagles, M Taggart and G Liddell, above n 10 at 1. 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ Harland emphasises how the composition of the Committee was instrumental in deciding to avoid at all costs the US approach of legal rights and the associated volume of litigation. Consequently, the Committee was compelled to find a middle road towards: a way of overcoming inertial resistance to making information more freely available, without causing a flood of litigation and adding to the burdens of the judiciary. We wrestled for some months before coming up with a solution. 49 The key difference between the two jurisdictions appears to have been their response to the objective of greater openness in government. It is clear that the Australian reform proposals met a stiff resistance and were perceived as an unnecessary obstacle in the art of traditional administration. In New Zealand, the reforms were sponsored and designed by officials operating deep within the traditional secretive workings of Westminster government. The New Zealand officials were concerned with adapting governmental information handling to deal with policy development in an era of greater change. Australian officialdom looked to the paradigm of the past and grudgingly accepted a muted US model adapted for local conditions. The New Zealanders focused on information and policy trends and tried to create an access regime that could respond to future developments and needs. This difference in design beginnings was to prove critical.
The reception that greeted the final version of the Official Information Act, although later proven by the passage of time to be wildly misjudged, did not surprise the Danks Committee. The Committee knew that it had taken a calculated risk and that the final flexible legislative architecture had the potential "to create a bureaucratic monster fed by the unreasonable antics of those seeking information and those seeking to deny it". 50 Many were prepared, as Aitkens notes, to dismiss it as a "political hucksters trickthe same rotten deal [as the Official Secrets Act] in a bigger, brighter, more publicly acceptable package". 51
FIRST POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE   THE TARGET OF ACCESS
In making information (as opposed to documents) the subject matter of access, the New Zealand designers set in place an important differential from other freedom of information regimes. The Official Information Act contains no precise definition of official information but has allowed a very wide interpretation to be adopted by the review bodies and courts. In the seminal case Commissioner of Police v Ombudsman, Jeffries J declared:
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the definition is that the word 'information' is used which dramatically broadens the scope of the whole Act. New Zealand academics, practitioners, government officials and other key actors treat the use of "information" as the target of access as axiomatic. Liddell merely notes that it is an "Act concerned with information, not documents". 53 Harland skips over the decision to use "information" as the target of access and concentrates his attention on the vital role played by the Committee's decision to favour a presumption that information should be made available unless there was a good reason to withhold it. 54 Eagles et al only devote a very minor coverage to the role of information as the subject matter of access. 55 An examination of the Danks Report confirms that this important design divergence was more accidental than a calculated policy. In part this seems to stem from the actual terms of reference and focus of the Danks Committee. The Committee's terms of reference directed the Committee to focus on "the extent to which official information can be made readily available". 56 The Committee's report seems to indicate that the choice of "information" as a vehicle for access was incidental. It is only in the supplementary report that any direct consideration is given to the matter at paragraph 1.07:
One distinction between our proposals and the approach taken overseas lies in the concept of what constitutes official information. The term "information" is not used in other legislation, which is written in term of recordsnotably written documents, but also tapes and computer entries. This does not however accord with every day usage which we think it is generally preferable to follow. For the purpose of criminal sanctions moreover the concept of "information" rather than documents is necessarily used, and we seek a closer alignment of the two. We have therefore chosen to regard official information in the wider sense of knowledge held by departments and organisations in their official capacity. This has had a considerable effect on the detailed drafting of our Bill. Where there is a legal right of access, however, it will often be in terms of records. 57 For Australian practitioners, experienced in dealing with various definitions of document, the implications of the definition of information, used by the interpreters of the Official Information Act, are surprising. The Danks Committee's reasoning, judicial dicta and the consistent practice of the Ombudsman have led to the Ombudsman requiring, in the absence of formal notes or other records, to ask one "or more persons 1. The basic task of the Committee is to contribute to the larger aim of freedom of information by considering the extent to which official information can be made readily available to the public. With this end in view and having in mind the need to safeguard national security, the public interest and individual privacy, the Committee should, in particular: (a) review the criteria for applying the classifications now in use and, if necessary, recommend the redefinition of the categories of information which should be protected; and (b) examine the purpose and application of the Official Secrets Act 1951, in particular section 6, and any other relevant legislation, and recommend amending legislation. 2. In the light of the foregoing review the Committee should advance appropriate recommendations on changes in policies and procedures which would contribute to the aim of freedom of information. 57
Ibid, Vol 2, Supplementary Report at 6.
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ involved in the decision-making process to provide a written account of what was said or the reasons expressed orally for reaching that decision". 58 This ability to extract information from the corporate memory, via an aide-mémoire, reduces the incentive or temptation for New Zealand agencies to engage in some of the documented practices of Australian agencies. 59 In 1997, the United Kingdom government in its policy development adopted the concept of information as the target of access precisely because it would allow access to previously unrecorded corporate memory. 60 The ALRC/ARC Report rejected the need to adopt the New Zealand approach to the subject matter of access. Most submissions to the ALRC/ARC rejected the concept of making information, as opposed to documents, the target of access as a reform which was too uncertain or too much of an imposition on agencies.
[T]he ATO...would not like to see an extra burden placed on agencies by legislative requirement to create additional documents...to provide information not already recorded. 61 Tasmania has been the only state to experiment with the term "information", as opposed to documents, with less dramatic results than those achieved in New Zealand. The Tasmanian Ombudsman has not endorsed the creation of aide-mémoires or the creation of new documents that contain information requested by an applicant. Applicants under the Tasmanian Freedom of Information Act 1991 are entitled, on request, to be provided with information contained in a record held by the relevant body. This would theoretically allow a request to be made which would necessitate the creation of a new record either because the current record contains a lot of exempt information or because the information requested is contained in a large number of different records. This approach has been adopted in the United States where a court held that the situation where an agency has to search numerous records to comply with the request and...the net result of complying with the request will be a document which the agency did not previously possess is not unusual in FOI Act cases... 62 However, in contrast to New Zealand, where an applicant is entitled to "official information held" by an agency, a Tasmanian applicant is only entitled to information contained in the records of an agency. 63 The definition of record in s 5 of the Tasmanian Act is very wide and extends to "anything in which information is embodied so as to be capable of being reproduced." Skills of statutory interpretation, however, would be tested to argue that a bureaucrat filled with corporate memory is such a "thing in which information is embodied". 
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The prime importance of having information as the target of access has been reaffirmed in New Zealand. Several times in the first half of 1998 New Zealand organisations baulked at providing information that had not been recorded in writing. The New Zealand Ombudsman, supported by Crown Law agreement, argued that applying Official Information to non-documentary information reflects the underlying rationale of the legislation. The view was expressed that:
in the ordinary course of the day-to-day work of government, there will often be no need for decision makers to record all detailed background information about advice, recommendations or decisions that is already known to them. In many cases, it is only when such information is requested by another party that there is any practical need to reduce such information to writing. However, the fact that information has not yet been reduced to writing does not mean that it does not exist and is not 'held' for the purposes of requests under the official information legislation. In these circumstances, if the official information were to apply only to information held in documentary form, the purposes of the legislation could be easily frustrated. 64
SECOND POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE   INTERPRETATION
The purpose of object sections in FOI legislation have been depicted by Liddell as stating "…a guiding principle of availability, informed by the purposes of accountability and participation, as the foundation on which the Act is built". 65 Whilst New Zealand seems to have little problem with enshrining a presumption of general availability of governmental information, and ensuring that the courts and other review bodies would facilitate that operating guideline, the experience in Australia has been one marked by frustration. Acting as unofficial gatekeepers to a Westminster system, the Australian judiciary has undermined the foundations of freedom of information. In part, this undermining has occurred because of the method most Australian judges have used to approach the interpretation of a categorical exemption system. A number of Australian authors have argued that Australian Freedom of Information legislation, at both State and Commonwealth levels, provides for a presumption in favour of disclosure, 66 this being either directly required via its object sections or by the intentions of its designers, as indicated in second reading speeches. This argument has generally been rejected by the judiciary, 67 with a few notable 
Federal Law Review
Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ exceptions, 68 and has only been fully accepted by non-judicial external review agencies. 69 The joint ALRC and ARC review of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth) recommended that agencies ought to approach a FOI request with a presumption that the document should be disclosed. 70 A further recommendation was that the object clause of the Act should be amended to make it clear to those interpreting it, at both agency and judicial level, that the Act ought to be construed so as to achieve maximum disclosure. 71 Australian case law continues to demonstrate a reluctance by the majority of the judiciary and Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) members to embrace a prodisclosure interpretation towards FOI legislation. A series of AAT and State court decisions have declared that the Full Federal Court decision in Searle is correct and that there was no leaning in favour of disclosure. 72 The prevailing judicial view has not drifted from the majority decision of the Federal Court in News Corp Ltd v National Companies and Securities Commission, where Bowen CJ and Fisher J said:
In construing our Act we do not favour the adoption of a leaning position. The rights of access and the exemptions are designed to give a correct balance of the competing public interests involved. Each is to be interpreted according to the words used bearing in mind the stated object of the Act. 73 Deputy President Gerber of the AAT in Watermark v Australian Industrial Property Organisation 74 made the following comments when rejecting the "presumption in favour" approach to FOI interpretation in Australia:
Mr Cavanough submitted that we should adopt a "leaning approach" to the interpretation and application of the exemption provisions of the FOI Act: i.e. that we should "lean" in favour of disclosure of the claimed papers, adding that there was a "trend" towards doing so. He referred to an article in the In light of s 3 (the objects clause) and s 16(1) (entitling agencies to exercise a discretion to permit access to exempt documents) it is proper to give the relevant provisions of the Act a construction which would further, rather than hinder, free access to information. 78 In New Zealand, the designers, implementers and judiciary have accepted a prodisclosure approach. The Danks Committee based its whole design of the Official Information Act on the "presumption...that information is to be made available unless there is a good reason to withhold it". 79 The Committee argued that:
We believe that, if they are to be effective, rules for the handling of official information must be brought into line with current attitudes and practices. The law must be such that it commands respect. We therefore consider that the system based on the Official Secrets Act should be replaced by a new set of arrangements. The Government should, in our view, reaffirm its responsibility to keep the public information of its activities and to make official information available unless there is good reason to withhold it. Grounds for withholding information from the public should be set out clearly, along with the basic principle. We do not think that an administrative directive to heads of departments and agencies would meet the need in New Zealand. The changes we propose are of such constitutional importance that they deserve to be given the force of law; in this way the Government and Parliament will provide an assurance to the public that no administrative directive could give. 80 The approach of the Danks Committee was to create a revolution in the handling of governmental information in New Zealand. The clear design was to move towards a more public discussion of options and advice in the formulation, debating of and implementation of policy. 81 As Marie Shroff notes:
When the Official Information Act was passed 15 years ago, its impact was immediate and fundamental. Many politicians and public servants who had long nestled in the security of the Official Secrets Act reeled with shock as the presumption of access to official information was turned on its head. But this revolution was made by leading public servants and politicians themselves, including my own predecessor as Secretary of the Cabinet, Patrick Millen. 82 The New Zealand approach has ensured a shift from secrecy to a regime of information management. 83 In contrast, the Australian approach has fostered a culture See ibid for a detailed analysis of how this system of information management now operates in New Zealand.
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ of secrecy and an access regime where the Commonwealth Ombudsman can still remark, fifteen years after the inception of the Act, that "many government agencies still do not operate within the legal framework and certainly not the 'spirit' of the...FOI Act." 84 Shroff argues that the approach in New Zealand is now focused on an "open style of government... [in] managing the dissemination of official information." 85 The New Zealand bureaucracy was confronted with a presumption in favour of release and a framework of access that was designed to ensure a progressive increase in the availability of information. It now sees its task as seeking to "manage the process of release of information". 86 This management includes a decision to release Cabinet Office circulars to all party leaders prior to acceding to an Official Information request from the media. In some cases it might be the releasing of the information to the whole press gallery instead of the original press applicant. 87 The restrictive approach adopted by the Australian Federal Court in News Corp and Searle, and blindly followed by Lunn J in Ipex and Deputy President Gerber in Watermark, has clearly left Australian FOI practice struggling on the starting block while New Zealanders concentrate on the objective of managing access to government held information. In part the designers of Australian FOI legislation can bear some of the responsibility, given their adoption of a categorical system to handle exemptions. However, Australian FOI practice has been far more hampered by judges and tribunal members who have lost sight of how access legislation needs to operate.
THIRD POINT IN DESIGN DIVERGENCE   EXEMPTIONS
The choice made about the scheme for exemptions is crucial for any access regime. The choices made demonstrate the relative commitment being made to, or tolerance of, open government. In New Zealand "the framers of the Official Information Act deliberately eschewed the loophole blocking defensiveness which characterizes the Canadian and Australian legislation". 88 This obsession with curtailing loopholes in Australia is both a legacy of the American approach to access and the bureaucratic ill ease that has greeted FOI in Australia. A consequence of that obsession is the creation of a complex set of exemption provisions that fail the tests of accessibility and intelligibility:
The exemption provisions in Part IV of the Commonwealth Act currently span 16 pages of the Act, with some individual exemptions covering one-and-a half pages. Many present passages in the text of the exemptions can be characterised as the antithesis of plain English. 89 Buchanan observes that the New Zealand and Australian approaches are easily contrasted. Australia's withholding provisions "are worded in categorical, or exemptive terms" whereas New Zealand's exemptions are "consequential ones". 90 This _____________________________________________________________________________________ 84 ALRC/ARC, above n 8 at para 2.8. gives a completely different focus to the two access regimes. In Australia, the battle is predominantly fought by requesters on the grounds of demonstrating that documents are not covered by a particular exemption or that a public interest test for release is applicable. The Canadian Information Commissioner has categorised that system of access law as expressing a single-request, often confrontational approach to providing informationan approach which is too slow and cumbersome for an information society. 91 The Danks Committee carefully formulated an approach to access that avoided the confrontational and legalistic minefield of exemptions chosen by other countries like the United States, Canada and Australia. The Danks Committee explained:
We were faced early in our work, with the choice of trying to design a once and for all static mechanism, with a complex set of exceptions, or a more flexible mechanism, operating by reference to principles and competing criteria that reflect a continuing shift away from a presumption of secrecy. We opted for a flexible process. 92 The structure and design of the exemption provisions in the Freedom of Information Act 1982 has been the subject of much critical debate in Australia. Theoretically, the position has been that exemption provisions are included in the legislation for the purpose of balancing the objective of providing access to government information against legitimate claims for protection of sensitive material. Yet a by-product of this balancing act has been that the prima facie right of an applicant to information has often been replaced in practice by an agency presumption that it has the right to claim an exemption. The ALRC/ARC noted that it was recommending the removal of the reference from the object clause in the hope that such an action would:
provide sufficient reinforcement of what is already clear from the Act but not always acknowledgedthat prima facie, the applicant has a right to obtain a requested document. Once that is clarified, the approach of agencies is chiefly a matter of education and attitude. 93 The exemption framework in Australian legislation provides a legalistic minefield for applicants where the struggle is rarely over the value or public interest in the release of documents, but descends into an intense Talmudic debate over twists in meaning. Agency staff, despite training seminars, seem mesmerised by the simplicity of chanting an exemption clause to ward off the evils of an unwanted request for information. Due to the relative success of that tactic, there is a general lack of expertise and comfort in applying public interest tests.
[T]here is a tendency for…FOI staff to concentrate on the particular terms of the exemptions which might apply. The objectives of the FOI Act tend to be ignored. This seems also to be the attitude of…other agencies who…might have an interest in the information not being made available. A simplification of the exemptions and a clearer statement of the relationship between the objectives and the exemptions would be useful. 94 
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Information Commissioner of Canada, Annual Report Information Commissioner 1993 -1994 Danks Committee, above n 56, vol 1 at para 65.
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ALRC/ARC, above n 8 at para 8.2.
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ The New Zealand approach concentrates on the likely consequences of disclosure. This may explain why the Official Information Act exemptions are "framed in the most general of terms; a generality which verges at times on the cryptic". 95 This approach requires agencies (and, if required, the Ombudsman), to make a judgment based on the matrix of circumstances surrounding each request for information, namely, as to "whether the likely consequences of releasing the information would be such that withholding is necessary to protect certain specified interests and processes". 96 The exemptions in the Official Information Act are expressed as reasons for withholding and are thus viewed by the courts and the Ombudsman as being "permissive rather than mandatory". 97
The example of Cabinet papers An examination of how the Freedom of Information Act and Official Information Act handle the question of Cabinet information, and access to advice and opinion relating to sensitive policy formulation by government, gives a clear insight into why the Official Information Act is far superior to the basic design of Australian legislation. The example of Cabinet papers demonstrates the clear difference in results produced by the exemption framework of the two systems of access legislation. In New Zealand the crucial question is "What is the consequence of revealing this Cabinet information?" as opposed to the Australian statement "This is a Cabinet document therefore it must be exempt!" Australian Cabinet papers are accorded automatic exemption. Once an agency demonstrates that information being requested by an applicant can be labelled "Cabinet papers" then the external review bodies are forced to uphold the exemption claim. It is immaterial that it can be established that the requested information is outdated, of little consequence, or only incidental or not even relevant to the deliberations of Cabinet. Australian legislation differs on what constitutes the necessary technical requirements for a document to be accorded "Cabinet" status for FOI, but the requirements are not onerous even in the jurisdictions which theoretically allow greater access. 98 Whilst this depiction of the Australian position is simplistic, nevertheless there is a marked contrast to the New Zealand position.
The Danks Committee deliberately set out the operating principles for their proposed access regime before eventually touching on the question of Cabinet information. It is not until paragraph 51 of its report that the Danks Committee directly touches on the question of Cabinet information. The Committee noted:
It is implicit in what we say that much of the business conducted within the Cabinet system does not need blanket protection as a special category of exempted information because it will be safeguarded by the above criterion or because the subject matter involves one or more of the various interests mentioned earlier. 99 The placement of Cabinet secrecy on the reform agenda is a salient difference between the Australian and New Zealand experiences. In New Zealand, the bureaucratic stewards of the Cabinet domain dismissed the automatic exclusion of the heart of Westminster government from the idea of open government. In Australia, Lionel Murphy's Cabinet submission immediately conceded that Cabinet (and internal working documents) would be reinforced as a den of secrecy.
The Australian approach allows the Cabinet exemption to operate like an access buffer zone around the central core of government policy development and execution. 100 The exemption for Cabinet information has been taken as a priori in Australia and rarely debated or challenged. The "Cabinet oyster" is viewed as fundamental to the Australian Westminster system. The ALRC/ARC Review, even after fifteen years of operating with FOI, stated that:
Given the fundamental role of Cabinet in the Westminster system of government it is appropriate that the ultimate responsibility for exemption of Cabinet documents lies with Ministers. 101 The various Australian jurisdictions differ in the extent and sensitivity of the buffer zone. Legislative amendments in Victoria and Queensland, and attempts at amendment in Tasmania, 102 have dramatically increased either the catchment area of that buffer zone or reflected, in the case of Tasmania, the perceived legitimacy of an increased zone. 103 In the aftermath of the Tasmanian Government's failure to amend the legislation, there was a clear perception that their claim for a wider Cabinet exemption was justified and necessary. These amendments have been justified either on the basis of preserving Westminster government or alternatively as accommodating developments in modern executive government:
The amendments are an express recognition of the importance of the conventions of collective and Ministerial responsibility and the intention of the Government to state clearly that all Cabinet and Executive Council matter is exempt under the provisions of the Act. (Freedom of Information Amendment Bill 1995 (Qld)). 104 The realities of modern Executive Government are that ministerial involvement in a record tendered for Cabinet consideration may not arise until the proposal to which the record relates has been developed to the stage that it is ready for the Minister's detailed consideration and his immediate signature if he accepts the proposal. Good administration of a government agency involves far more than simply reacting to a Minister's proposals. Initiative is encouraged in the identification of ideas which might valuably be advanced in the interests of good government and of problems which should be remedied. Once identification takes place, those proposals and remedies can be and are often worked through and developed to a stage that a submission is prepared in a The Australian debate about the nature of the Cabinet exemption is, however, not all in one direction. 106 Reforms have been suggested by the Queensland Information Commissioner in his 4th Annual Report to Parliament (1995 Parliament ( /1996 and the Western Australia's Commission on Government Report (1995) . The Queensland Information Commissioner stated that the Cabinet exemption (as amended in 1995) in the Queensland FOI Act was so wide that it could no longer be said to represent an appropriate balance between competing public interests favouring disclosure and nondisclosure of government information. 107 Indeed, the Information Commissioner stated that: they (the amendments) exceed the bounds of what is necessary to protect traditional concepts of collective Ministerial responsibility (and its corresponding need for Cabinet secrecy) to such an extent that they are antithetical to the achievement of the professed objects of the FOI Act in promoting openness, accountability and informed public participation in the processes of government. 108 The Western Australian Commission stated that, while it appreciated that there are competing considerations that must be assessed when considering the justification for Cabinet secrecy, it nevertheless favoured greater openness in the Cabinet process. In so doing it noted that any body that operates in secret has the potential to engage in improper, illegal, or corrupt conduct. 109 The Commission found it incongruous that Cabinet should be exempt from any form of public disclosure of its operations, while corporations must face a most stringent and onerous disclosure regime. 110 The Commission stated that: it was clear that the heavy veil of secrecy under which Cabinet operates does not always serve the public interest and that the current accountability mechanisms need to be supplemented without materially affecting the proper functioning of Cabinet and its role within our system of responsible government. 111 A further problem is caused when most of the Australian external review bodies, with the notable exception of the Queensland Information Commissioner, hesitate to trespass upon the sacred soil of Cabinet secrecy. The ALRC/ARC noted a series of Australian cases which, contrary to the clear wording of the requirements of s 34(1)(a), had allowed documents presented to Cabinet but not created for that purpose to be claimed as exempt. 112 This takes place because the Australian approach to exemptions The text in the next two paragraphs has been used unaltered in H Sheridan and R Snell, above n 100 at 141.
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The Queensland Information Commissioner, 4th Annual Report (1995) (1996) requires the primary focus to be on the category of documents, with concern about content rarely pursued. The ALRC/ARC considered that disclosure of documents not brought into existence for the purpose of consideration by Cabinet could not be considered detrimental to the Cabinet process. 113 There are clear indications in State jurisdictions that from time to time agencies have abused the Cabinet exemption by attaching documents to Cabinet submissions merely to avoid disclosure. 114 The Tasmanian Government in the mid-1990s demonstrated how simple it is to create administrative arrangements which exploit the undiscriminating categorical shield of exemption offered by the Cabinet provision in Australian FOI legislation. 115 For documents to come within the exemption in Tasmania it is only necessary for the document to be initiated, signed or created by a Minister, for submission to Cabinet and then at some stage to be considered by Cabinet. Prior to April 1996, the personnel of government agencies prepared information briefings for Ministers on current issues or in the expectation of questions by the media or opposition members in Parliament. These information briefings fell outside the coverage of the Cabinet exemption because they had not been initiated, created or prepared by Ministers. After April 1996 until late 1998 the process operated in the following way. The Minister's private secretary wrote to the Secretary of the Department as follows: "The Minister has requested that briefs be prepared on the following subjects for consideration of Cabinet." Thereafter follows a list of topics. The memo would conclude along the lines "completed briefs should be sent to the Cabinet Office and a copy to the Minister". At some time in the future these briefs were eventually tabled as attachments in Cabinet and the Secretary of the Department of Premier and Cabinet then issued a memo that stated "Cabinet today considered and approved the Information Briefings listed in the attachment to this decision."
The Tasmanian government was able to paint this process as a simple rearrangement of administrative practices:
The current requirement is that all information briefings prepared at Ministerial request be submitted to Cabinet for consideration. This is simply a codification of an aspect of administration that has previously been dealt with in a more ad hoc fashion. 116 This practice was able to be implemented because Australian FOI legislation has no test to evaluate information once it has met the specifications required by an exemption category like Cabinet documents, assuming there is no public interest provision. 117 This practice has officially ceased with the coming to power of the Bacon Labor Government which gave an undertaking to voluntarily return to conventional practice.
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Federal Law Review Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ Parliament has returned to the position prior to the Kennett Government amendments. 118 In New Zealand, the Cabinet exemption is not treated as a class or category exemption but agencies are forced to demonstrate what the consequences would be of releasing the particular Cabinet information in question, as opposed to the consequences of releasing Cabinet information per se.
The convention of collective ministerial responsibility is undermined only by disclosure of documents that reveal Ministers' individual views or votes expressed in Cabinet. Documents not prepared for the purpose of submission to Cabinet do not, by definition, disclose such options. 119 Buchanan has outlined the steps that have to be undertaken in the process before a New Zealand bureaucrat or Minister can thwart a request for access: 120 Step 1. The request is viewed in terms of the purposes of the Act set out in s 4.
Step 2. The principle of availability (s 5) is applied, namely, that information requested under the Act shall be made available unless there is a good reason to withhold it.
Step 3. Can the information be withheld under s 9(2)(f) or s 9(2)(g)? These sections contain balancing public interest tests. From the perspective of an Australian bureaucrat who has operated with the warm assurance of being able to play, with only a few restrictions, their Cabinet trump card, the New Zealand process is foolishly designed to produce access to a significant amount of Cabinet information. A case study will illustrate the key difference the New Zealand approach makes even if it is only in relation to access to information after a Cabinet decision is made. In 1994, a request was made to the New Zealand Prime To an Australian interested in freedom of information this type of case study clearly differentiates New Zealand from Australian practice. The Australian approach, as set out in Table 2 , would have made the request for information a futile exercise completely devoid of any consideration of the public interest. Whereas in the New Zealand example, a degree of transparency, especially after the actual decision-making process, is seen as a critical ingredient of the implementation of the Cabinet decision. The New Zealand Ombudsman in his review went through each of the three steps listed by Buchanan. In addition, the Ombudsman persuaded the Government that it ought to release the requested information, and much more, after the final decision had been made by Cabinet:
My discussions and correspondence with the DPMC and the Minister of Justice have centred largely on what I consider to be the very strong public interest considerations associated with your complaint. As a result of these discussions the DPMC and Minister _____________________________________________________________________________________ 123 Not all things are different between Australia and New Zealand. The Chief Executive of the PM's Dept responded on 30 May 1994 with a brief reply "After considering your request, and the public interest considerations required by the Act s 9(1), I have decided to withhold the information sought under the first two categories of your request. This information is withheld pursuant to s 9(f)(iv) and s 9(j) of the Act."
Federal Law Review
Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ of Justice have agreed to announce a comprehensive 'package' of proposals for public consultation once the Government has developed them, and it is important that they have agreed to initiate an appropriate consultative process with Maori and the wider public on the whole package. I have been advised that you will shortly receive a letter from the Chief Executive of the DPMC advising you of the details of this consultative process. 124 Buchanan contends that the New Zealand experience with Cabinet documents and freedom of information has been one of balancing openness with a careful exploration of the need for protection of constitutional convention and practice. He argues that:
The unique characteristics of the New Zealand Act, which involve considering the nature of the information and the likely consequences of its disclosure rather than asking in what form it is held, enable this to be done in a very real way. The Act achieves accountability, and enables better participation, by ensuring that information will be withheld only when it is necessary and appropriatein the public interestto do so. It has not, as yet, shown any signs of undermining the foundations of the Cabinet style of government in the process, because it itself acknowledges the need to protect those foundations. Yet there is room for evolution, as the Act itself acknowledges. Indeed the Act, like the Ombudsman Act before it, has made its own contribution to the evolution of constitutional convention and practice. 125
Performance ratings
At the heart of the way exemption provisions are designed are the type, quantity and quality of information that is either accessible or withheld. It has been strongly argued in Australia that freedom of information systems should be evaluated in terms of release of non-personal information. 126 If that type of evaluation is the basis for a comparison of Australian and New Zealand legislation, the Official Information Act emerges a clear winner by several degrees of magnitude. Ardagh has argued there is a more accurate test of the success of freedom of information, which is more in keeping with the original goals and legislative object. That is, the ease and degree of access granted to non-personal information at the sensitive end of the bureaucratic and political scale. 127 As Zifcak observed:
By contrast, however, rates of refusal climb significantly in agencies whose records consist mainly of policy, administrative or law enforcement documents. Even in these, however, the majority of requests are granted although in law enforcement agencies, not surprisingly, access to documents is granted much less frequently. The higher rate of refusal reflects the not unsurprising fact that the closer an applicant comes to the political heart of government, the more likely it is that access to documents will be contested. 128 The WA Information Commissioner has made similar observations:
Information held by State and local government may, therefore, be viewed as a continuum with personal information at one end of that continuum and critical "policy" 
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599 ____________________________________________________________________________________ type information at the other. The key to assessing the accountability of government agencies and, hence, the success of the legislation, is in the type and quantity of "policy" information that is released or withheld from the public. 129 The evaluation of the effectiveness or otherwise of an FOI Act should be aimed at determining the extent to which the public is allowed to approach the political heart of government. In an important threshold paper, Madeline Campbell, a key promoter of FOI within Australian bureaucratic circles, set two simple tests for Commonwealth and State FOI schemes in Australia. 130 The tests were:
1. To what extent did the relevant information access regime allow an ordinary citizen access to pre-decisional deliberative policy documents prior to the finalisation of the policy concerned? 2. To what extent did the relevant information access regime allow an ordinary citizen access, after the event, to pre-decisional deliberative policy documents which were used to finalise the policy concerned? 131 Campbell derived the first test from a series of sources, including the array of quotes used by the government ministers introducing FOI regimes, expressions of undying commitment by parliamentary opposition parties to those access schemes, press accounts heralding the advent of those schemes and general pro-democratic sentiments which have frequently appeared in discussions about open government.
Freedom of information was largely sold in Australia as a mechanism that would allow the average citizen to become aware of, and, if motivated, involved in, the policy formulation process before the executive or bureaucracy had determined their final and often non-negotiable positions.
Campbell formulated the second test upon the proposition that an essential ingredient in a liberal-democratic representative democracy is access to information that enables an ex post facto auditing of the actions of the Executive branch of government. In the words of a United States observer of FOI:
A further public interest promoted by the FOI Act is the citizen's right to monitor the activities of the government…Citizens enjoy the benefits or suffer the consequences of public policy so they should be able to draw their own conclusions regarding the effectiveness of that policy. Access under FOI Act allows them to undertake this independent evaluation. 132
This after-the-event access to pre-decisional policy information in isolation may make no intrinsic difference in this review or monitoring process. Terrill observes that documents "record certain moments, but often not the reason they took the shape they did". 133 This discussion about the Campbell tests has been largely repeated from an analysis published in H Sheridan and R Snell, above n 100 at 145-147. The analysis and text were developed in an earlier draft of this paper but first published in that earlier article. 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ the notion that one can read documents obtained under the Official Information Act 1982 and understand the dynamics of the development of government policy is flawed. The Ministers decide the policy but they hardly ever write the documents. 134 However, access to a significant proportion of these pre-decisional documents will equip the citizens or agents of citizenry (media, academics, lobby organisations, political parties) with enough information to interrogate the Executive or to partially verify the adequacy of a particular policy program. As Hazell noted in a slightly different context:
With the wisdom of hindsight it was naive to suppose that individual citizens ever would be the major users of the legislation. The public are seldom direct consumers of government information: they rely on others (the media, interest groups, political parties) to process the information for them and to select items which will appeal to their own particular range of interests and prejudices. 135 Terrill takes a far more negative stance in his thesis. He argues that, given the debates (largely internal to the administration) and the way freedom of information was developed in Australia, it was never going to be the radical device presented in the first of Campbell's tests. At best, freedom of information would only offer the public a limited ad hoc involvement in decisions. 136
Clear differences in performance
In her brief survey of cases, Campbell sadly concluded that, at the Commonwealth level, access to information on the "deliberative processes short of Cabinet, on policy making or even policies already made" was virtually non-existent. The results of the Campbell tests applied at State level were less definitive. Where jurisdictions (Western Australia and Queensland) had adopted a return to the objectives of FOI demonstrated in the Queensland Information Commissioner's decision in Re Eccleston, access under the second test has been significantly improved. 137 The application of Campbell's tests in New Zealand produces a far different result from the Australian experience. The Crown's Fiscal Envelope Settlement proposal, referred to earlier in this paper, emphasises that difference. Table 3 reveals the range of information released in that case study. The difference between Australian and New Zealand outcomes is stark. A typical Australian response to the same material would have been to successfully deny access to the vast majority, if not all, of the information shown in the Table. The aide-mémoire of 18 May 1992 shown in Table 3 was written by the Secretary to the Treasury and recorded the general conclusions of a Cabinet meeting on the 12 May 1992. 138 Australian FOI legislation could not be used to create such an aide-mémoire nor enable its release if it had been created. This has also been the case where the reasoning in Re Eccleston and Department of Family Services and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs (1993) 1 QAR 60 has been adopted, in part, in other jurisdictions, including Tasmania and New South Wales. See H Sheridan and R Snell, above n 100 at 145-147.
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Copies of the aide-mémoire and a letter dated 26 May 1992 from the Secretary of Treasury to the Minister of Finance outlining these facts is held by the author. Released under the OIA to C Wickliffe. ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
THE FOURTH POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE   PUBLIC INTEREST
The role allocated to public interest in a FOI regime will be a crucial determinant in its effectiveness in allowing access to official information. A statutory scheme that overflows with loosely worded exemption provisions will not necessarily restrict access to information. This is particularly so where all the exemptions are subject to a liberally interpreted general public interest test where the onus is on those attempting to withhold information to justify their claim. The New Zealand Official Information Act imposes a simple two-tier test on those officials seeking to withhold information under the Act. The agency seeking to withhold information must either claim and prove a conclusive reason for withholding information under s 6 139 or qualify under the framework set out in s 9. 140 In relation to the s 9 process, Eagles et al note that the withholders must first demonstrate that they satisfy one or more of the criteria set out in s 9(2). 141 Once they have established a factual basis for an exemption claim, the withholding Department or organisation must then by virtue of section 9(1) identify countervailing policy factors which favour disclosure and weigh them against the section 9(2) criteria. 142
The operation and application of the public interest test in s 9 was designed by the Danks Committee to take place within an evolving framework where the central elements would contribute towards an ongoing process of opening up the deliberative processes of government. The essential elements of this process would be, firstly, a legislative base that would provide a substantial advance on the present framework of policy and practice; commit government and administration to principles; remove unjustified barriers; and set up mechanisms for the ongoing process. Secondly, there _____________________________________________________________________________________ 139 Preventing harm to the nation, to the national economy, to the maintenance of the law or to the safety of any person.
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For a more detailed discussion of how this works in relation to information concerning the policy process, see Legal Research Foundation, above n 1 at 24-29.
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I Eagles, M Taggart and G Liddell, above n 10 at 209.
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603 ____________________________________________________________________________________ would be in place mechanisms to enlarge progressively the areas of information declared to be publicly available; establish a channel for the public to test individual decisions on availability; and ensure that general progress towards the larger aim is appropriately monitored and reviewed. 143 Australian FOI users are confronted with a variety of public interest provisions that vary between jurisdictions. The Commonwealth Freedom of Information Act retains the most complicated arrangement whereby users are confronted by three forms of public interest test and a plethora of exemptions to which no public interest test applies. The variety of public interest tests have been viewed as both difficult for decision-makers and applicants. The 1988 Senate Standing Committee noted that the confusing and piecemeal public interest test arrangement meant that many agencies were not considering the countervailing public interest in releasing information. Thus they were failing to undertake a proper assessment of the balance of the public interest. 144 The ALRC/ARC review outlined these three forms of the public interest test. 145 The Canadian Information Commissioner went further than this recommendation and argued that:
Government institutions be required to disclose any information, with or without a formal request, whenever the public interest in disclosure clearly outweighs any of the interests protected by the exemptions. 146 Australian FOI legislation has used the public interest as an ad hoc, limited and non-interchangeable set of tools to be used as a last resort for a limited series of tasks. In comparison, New Zealand used "spare, open-textured drafting" 147 to ensure that the public interest would be continually used to keep the objective of greater open government in motion. Liddell argues:
The enduring strengths of the Official Information Act is in its insistence on case-by-case consideration, its refusal to allow judgments based on category, its use of a public interest balancing test, and the overarching framework of purposes and principles directed towards better government. 148 In many ways, the design of the New Zealand Act achieved a configuration that guided, encouraged and continually reminded FOI officers of their duty to promote and encourage discretionary disclosure. Hammitt points out that discretion in FOI legislation ought not be considered as a "two-way street that allows agencies to use their discretion to either disclose or withhold". 149 Federal Law Review Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ timely mechanism for reviewing decisions refusing access lies at the heart of a successful FOI regime.
FIFTH POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE
The whole question of review and appeal loomed large throughout our inquiry. Most witnesses either made or acknowledged the point that it could not be assumed that the new legislation would always be applied with proper sensitivity at first instance; resort to inexpensive appellate machinery would be a necessary condition of its effective implementation. 150 On the question of internal review of FOI decisions, Australia has chosen to follow a very different path. Canada and New Zealand deliberately rejected the internal review option. The Danks Committee Report is silent on why it chose not to follow the Australian approach. Rowat, after discussing the matter of internal review with those involved in the design of the Official Information Act, reported:
When I asked New Zealanders why they had not copied Australia's requirement, they said: "We don't think a formal stage is necessary. It simply complicates the appeal process and makes it more cumbersome, slow and costly." Another argument against internal review is that junior officials are likely to play it safe and give a restrictive decision if they know that their decision can be liberalised later by senior official. 151 The orthodox view in Australia is that internal review provides a cheap, inexpensive and largely successful way of dealing with the mechanism sought by the Danks Committee. The ALRC/ARC Issues Paper considered that an indicator of success for internal review was the number of original decisions overturned on internal review (33 per cent in 1990-91 to 24 per cent in 1992-93). 152 The ALRC/ARC review received a number of submissions highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of internal review (see Table 4 ). These arguments are raised in ibid.
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These arguments are raised mainly in ALRC/ARC DP 59 at para 9.3. ____________________________________________________________________________________
The strong support within Australia for internal review is closely connected to the position of merits review within the NAL package. 155 The dogma within Australian administrative law ranks is that the overall objective of a merits review system is to ensure that administrative decisions are correct and preferable. 156 Therefore any system that incorporates a merits review component will also ensure greater fairness, accessibility, timeliness, informality and openness of decision making. 157 The ALRC/ARC review finally expressed its preference for internal review but also opted to allow applicants the option to proceed directly to external review. This suggestion was strongly opposed by a number of agencies including Defence, Treasury, Finance, Prime Minister and Cabinet and Immigration. The Public Interest Advocacy Centre submission outlines the reasoning for this proposed reform:
[It would] assist in improving the original decision making process within the agency to ensure that judgments are made within the terms of the legislation. Agencies would know that potentially they would be immediately accountable to external review...Such a course would also benefit applicants in that costs and delay could be minimised if the issue appeared to be one that was so contentious it was heading for an external review in any case. 158 The Australian preference for internal review of decisions has added an important dimension to the way the legislation operates. The ALRC/ARC recommendation on internal review is a partial recognition of the compliance problems caused by forcing all applicants who have been refused access to request an internal review. In addition, the associated costs and time delays have been critical in deterring many potential users of the legislation, especially journalists.
SIXTH POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE   EXTERNAL REVIEW
Rowat has argued that one of the most controversial questions about freedom of information schemes concerns the kind of body which should consider appeals against refusal of requests for government held information. 159 Australian jurisdictions have chosen a wide range of review options (see Table 5 ). In an extensive, but single jurisdiction study, the conclusion was reached that it was not only the choice of appeals body that was important but of even greater significance was how that external review body approached its task. 160 In the choices made about external review models, the Australian and New Zealand designer expectations and subsequent experience could not have been more different. The Australian choice was prompted by a desire to curtail the procedural impediments that had characterised the American experience. 161 Since that time, the Australian experience has been one of experimentation by various jurisdictions and law reformers (see Table 5 ). The New Zealand model deliberately eschewed the judicial battleground created by the United States model and opted for a more genteel
See discussion about this package in the conclusion to this paper. 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ experimental usage of the Ombudsman. This was an understandable choice. The whole New Zealand experiment was based on the expectation that the Act and the administration needed to evolve. Many saw in the dignified and respected performance of the previous Ombudsman, Sir Guy Powles, and his successor Sir George Laking, an institutional nurturer beyond reproach.
The Australian designers knew that the choice of an effective and inexpensive mechanism for reviewing FOI decisions was fundamental to the success of any access legislation. 162 In the end, Australia chose an overlapping array of review mechanisms for its Commonwealth jurisdictioninternal review by the agency that made the decision; investigation by the Ombudsman; merits review; review by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT) with a right of appeal to the Federal Court on a question of law; and judicial review by the courts.
In 1995, the ALRC/ARC review into freedom of information decided to continue, albeit with some suggested modifications, with this overlapping array of mechanisms. However, as can be seen from the choices made at the State level in Australia, this approach has not been widely endorsed. A number of submissions to the ALRC/ARC review were highly critical of the Commonwealth model, especially the performance of the AAT:
The AAT has had a poor track record as the sole determinative external review body for FOI decisions. The AAT has demonstrated a determination to do better but this appears to be a fairly late reaction to long term criticisms...The procedural changes at the AAT have improved the handling of FOI cases. Nevertheless its institutional history ranks it as a distant third place as a determinative external review body in comparison to State Ombudsman and first and foremost in comparison to the Information Commissioner model used in Qld, WA and Canada. 163 The proposal for a new independent "monitor" or FOI Commissioner by the ALRC/ARC review was an attempt to overcome the lack of an independent, constant monitor of agencies' administration of, and compliance with, the Act, which is a major deficiency in the administration of Australian FOI. 164 The New Zealand designers agreed with Rowat that decisions about disclosure (or non-disclosure) of information by agencies ought to be subject to testing by an independent arbiter. 165 Yet, after a great degree of consideration, the Committee wanted to remove the courts from having a central role in the release of information:
The criteria to be applied are very broadly stated and the resulting political judgments are, in the end, for ministers who are elected and accountable to Parliament rather than for the courts who are not elected and are not accountable. 166 Unlike Australia in the early 1970s, the Danks Committee had an alternative to the courts which had been operating effectively since 1962, namely the Ombudsman. H Sheridan and R Snell, submission 58 to ALRC/ARC cited at para 13.8.
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ALRC/ARC, above n 8 ch 6. 165 Danks Committee, above n 56, vol 1 at para 98. 166 ____________________________________________________________________________________ was a well-established institution "and one which commanded general respect". 167 Harland argues that the Ombudsman already had a long history of dealing with information questions and:
In the New Zealand context it made sense to give him the key task of dealing with complaints made when requests for specific information were turned down by officials. 168 It is hard to glean from the official accounts how important a role, in the final choice of external review mechanism, was played by the fact that Sir Guy Powles, Ombudsman between 1962 and 1977, had laid such solid foundations for the general acceptance of, and faith in, the institution to handle the task of independent information arbitrator. Laking notes how quickly Sir Guy Powles had chalked up a series of notable achievements:
In a relatively short time, public service opposition was defused, the fears expressed by members of Parliament that their relations with their constituents would be interfered with proved to be groundless and public support for the office was reflected in the large number of complaints brought to the Ombudsman. That endorsement was sufficient in the early years of the office's existence to induce the government of the day to pay considerable deference to the Ombudsman's recommendations. 169 Shelton has pointed out that, in choosing the Ombudsman to be the external reviewer, the Danks Committee had picked a body with eighteen years' experience of accessing, using, reviewing and judging official information held by government agencies in New Zealand. 170 In an early commentary of the Ombudsman Office, Aikman considered that access to agency files was the key characteristic of the institution. 171 The Committee noted in its General Report that:
the Ombudsmen already can and do handle cases in the information field, in accordance with their well established procedures and with the mana [sic] that the office has acquired over two decades. 172 Buchanan has shown how skilfully the Ombudsmen have approached the interpretation and application of the Official Information Act. When confronted with controversial cases, the Ombudsmen have been "able to retain credibility with Ministers by seeking to acknowledge the requirements of the Cabinet process and explaining carefully the basis of their approach to the Act". 173 In many ways, the Ombudsman approach has been to "conceive of, and, as far as possible, to operate, Official Information Act dispute resolution within the classical paradigm of that office". 174 From an Australian perspective, the efficacy of this approach is demonstrated by the amount and types of information that are released within that paradigm. However, other critics see that such an approach distorts dispute resolution 
Federal Law Review
Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ and hinders the function of the Ombudsman as a final determinative arbitrator under the Official Information Act:
Nevertheless, it is clear to us that the classical Ombudsman model holds powerful sway over the occupants of this 'unusual and important' office, and that this distorts the reality of the Official Information Act dispute resolution and thereby misleads...It is important to note that the Ombudsmen were chosen over the courts to perform the primary role of dispute resolution under the Official Information Act. 175 The operations of the Ombudsman and the Information Authority (see next section) had been designed by the Danks Committee to facilitate the objective of a slow evolutionary process towards a more open system of government. The strategy was to slowly whittle down the amount and types of information that would be kept from the citizen. The Ombudsman's role was to achieveby interpretation, negotiation and facilitationbureaucratic acceptance of this objective. As Belgrave observes:
Sir George Laking…in his investigations and recommendations as Ombudsman, succeeded in minimising the seemingly large grounds for withholding information. 176 With no homegrown success story in 1973 (like an Ombudsman who had balanced fairness, wisdom and a subtle reform agenda) the Australian designers opted for the quick fix of the "US model" with adjustments. By choosing a purely legalistic structure, the Australian designers were only addressing part of a wider need to reform government information handling, including at the bureaucratic, legal and political levels. In part the attraction of the US litigation model was that many of the less defensible claims for exemption, by agencies unwilling to embrace the new legislation, would be subject to scrutiny in the open and public forum of the courts. Increasing exposure to the limitations of the judicial model of external review led each new version of FOI at the State level in Australia towards an alternative solution (see Table  5 ). The adoption of the Information Commissioner model at a national level in Australia received very strong support during the ALRC/ARC review process. 177 However these limitations of the judicial review model and the now more apparent achievements of the Ombudsman/Information Commissioner model were largely unknown factors for the Australian designers. 
EIGHTH POINT OF DESIGN DIVERGENCE   DESIGNER EXPECTATIONS
Within and outside Australian public administration, it was thought that freedom of information would "profoundly change public administration in Australia". 199 However, as Peter Bayne noted, "the system functions pretty much as it always has". 200 Terrill argues that:
The legislative format of FOI was certain to neuter some of its redistributive promises, even in the progressive Bill drafted by the RCAGA (Royal Commission on Australian Government Administration). The model proposed contests between unconnected individuals with little knowledge of the process, and departments which had the advantage of familiarity of the system and contact with similar players. It was a scheme to extract documents in certain circumstances, not to facilitate general rights to know. It was far from being an access policy, as it did not concern a great deal of government information, such as that pertaining to oral culture. 201 The early optimistic fanfare for Australian freedom of information seems to have disintegrated into a cacophony of user grievances. Given the virulent strain of Westminster governance that took hold in Australia, it is probably, in retrospect, not surprising that the Terrill thesis resonates more accurately than the optimistic forecasts made about the legislation. Yet the promised land of the original designers still strikes such a powerful chord that, while acknowledging the persistence of an official culture of secrecy, the ALRC/ARC review can still commence its final report by arguing:
The FOI Act is now accepted as a part of the legislative landscape of Australia. There has been no suggestion from any person or sector during this review that the Act ought to be abolished. Australian society and politics have clearly moved a long way since those tentative years leading to the introduction of the Act. The FOI Act is now an integral part of Australia's democratic framework. That is not to say that the Act is working perfectly or that it is not susceptible to attack or weakening. 202 Behind that tentative ten year saga, from Spigelman's book in 1972 to the final passage of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 (Cth), lies the reason for the weak foundations of Australian FOI. It was largely designed and advocated for in private or within a narrow bandwidth of interested bureaucrats, academics and lawyers. The intention may have been to transform Australian public administration, but it was an intention fuelled by little accurate understanding of what was being transformed. As Moira Rayner so eloquently stated: A significant cultural change is required if Australian government agencies are to reconceptualise themselves as part of a democratic process rather than as an elite body in possession of occult wisdom. This change can only be achieved if the public service's opposition to 'open government' is resisted, and if agencies are encouraged to develop new ways of working that take the principles of openness and accountability to heart. 199 Communication between two senior Australian public servants cited in G Terrill, above n 21 at 210, fn 320. 
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Volume 28 ____________________________________________________________________________________ Left to their own devices, governments will not do the job; as the experience of the past decades has shown, they have been among the prime movers in hobbling FOI. 203 There was little in the original design of Australian freedom of information that recognised the need for such a significant cultural change and there were few measures deliberately taken to produce or ensure that such a change took place. It is little wonder that the desires of the designers and the actions of the bureaucracy were so quickly thwarted. Armed by a sketchy understanding of the United States experience (an article by Enid Campbell, 204 a flying visit by Nader 205 and the brief input of the General Counsel for the United States Civil Service Commission in 1974) 206 and a desire to withstand the bureaucratic backsliding and resistance evident throughout the 1970s, the Australian progenitors of FOI had few options when choosing the framework and elements for their legislative reform.
The New Zealand experiment commenced life in a more routine and mundane fashion. It reflected the work of a coherent and co-operative committee that envisaged an achievable future and tried to construct a legislative framework that would allow New Zealand public administration to evolve towards that vision. Within eight years, Buchanan was highlighting how Cabinet information, albeit in limited amounts, could be made available under the Official Information Act. 207 In 1997, the Law Commission, in dramatic contrast to its Australian counterparts, was only recommending slight modifications to the access regime in New Zealand. Such an outcome reflected the choices made by designers who intimately understood the administrative terrain of the present, had the cognisance of future information trends, and, in terms of openness, were tendentious in their design features.
From an outsider's perspective, the Official Information Act does resemble a melange the salient features of which are designed to encourage a continuation of secrecy. The Kiwi designers were probably overly sanguine in their belief of Ministerial and agency embracement of the redemption offered by openness. However, the incentives for openness were in-built, the looseness of terminology and the comforting presence of a familiar Ombudsman paradigm were in place so that retreat could be made at any time. In contrast, the Australian regime assumed that a confrontational, but heavily regulated, battlefield would eventually be replaced in a spirit of conversion by the harmony of educated acceptance.
CONCLUSION
The corpus of knowledge about Australian freedom of information legislation, Federal and State, and the Official Information Act in New Zealand has largely been gathered by legal academics fossicking through the entrails of court and tribunal decisions. It has been an impressive process of hunting and gathering leading to attempts to understand the divine talisman which will call up the magic of open government. Those studies have left us with comprehensive legal maps of each jurisdiction but have left some wondering how much closer we are to the promised land of openness. 
